our Partners

Driving Excellence

Why Choose The TNS Group?

Our goal at TNS Group is to provide high-quality services

A Trusted Advisor

A Customized Solution

providers, companies who operate according to the same

The TNS Group is committed to working in
close partnership with its clients to identify
their IT needs and together design the
best, most cost-effective solution to meet
those needs.

The TNS Group provides a wide range
of IT solutions—each customized to
the client’s specific needs, budget
considerations, and potential growth.

high standards of quality and integrity, and who can deliver

An IT and Business Point of View

expertise and cutting-edge solutions to the clients we serve.

The TNS Group understands that IT is not
an island; we realize that all IT solutions
must integrate—and integrate well—with
every aspect of a client’s business.

The TNS Group delivers IT innovation and
excellence to clients in a way that it is not
only customized and effective, but practical
and understandable.

and innovation it needs—and even make it simple! We’ll

Maximizing ROI

Then we’ll design and support a company-wide IT plan,

and products that best match our clients’ needs. We
accomplish that by partnering with industry-leading

VMware is the global leader in virtualization solutions. The TNS
Group deploys VMware products to help businesses with scalability,
security, and infrastructure management, increasing ease of
network manageability as well as ROI.
Compellent is a leading provider of enterprise-class network
storage solutions that are highly scalable, feature rich and designed
to be easy to use and cost effective.

Best Of The Best
The TNS Group brings industry “best
practices” to every client solution,
combining optimal skill sets with cuttingedge technologies to ensure client success.

Wherever you want technology to take you,
we can show you the way. We’re The TNS
Group, a leading technology services
company and a trusted advisor that

Simplifying Technology

can provide your business the technology
collaborate with you to establish your business IT goals.

The TNS Group delivers IT innovation and
excellence, optimizing your company’s use
of technology, while maximizing your return
on investment.

emphasizing industry “best practices,” while maximizing
your company’s ROI. With expertise in IT-managed

Taking IT Further

consulting and outsourcing, we will help you to mobilize
the right people, the right alliances, and the right

CA is one of the world’s largest IT management software providers,
helping to unify and simplify complex IT environments—in a secure
way—across the enterprise for greater business results.

technologies—to optimize your IT performance and ensure
your long-term success.

The TNS Group brings an end-to-end, cutting-edge consultative
strategy, implementation and support experience for the entire
Microsoft suite of products. We have been a longtime Microsoft
Gold Certified Partner.
Fortinet is a pioneer in appliance-based, multi-threat security systems.
We can implement a layered security solution incorporating Fortinet
appliances as a perimeter defense for your network and users.

The Security Division of EMC

services, broad resources and proven experience in

RSA is a premier provider of security solutions. Employing RSA
technology, The TNS Group can provide a fully scalable security
solution that integrates with your existing security protocols
and infrastructure.

The TNS Group

Citrix provides industry-leading remote access solutions, allowing
remote users and satellite offices a secure, user friendly, and
manageable conduit to their business networks. The TNS Group
is a Citrix Gold Solution Provider.

T: 203-316-0112
F: 203-316-0118
E: info@thetnsgroup.com

400 Main Street
Stamford, CT 06901

www.thetnsgroup.com
simplifying technology

OUR PRACTICE AREAS

OUR PRocess

The TNS Group creates exceptional value for our

The TNS Group delivery process

Going Beyond

The Road to Improvement

customers by providing the highest quality IT services.

ensures that each IT solution

Serving as a trusted advisor to our clients and bringing a

is crafted to meet the specific

wide range of innovative solutions, we are able to help our

needs of the client and their

clients achieve substantial, lasting improvements in their

unique environment—from

technology performance.

initial needs assessment, through
Business Continuity

Network Infrastructure

Managed Services

Privacy specialists work with you to
assess, plan, design, implement, and
manage a security-rich environment
to protect you, your systems, and your
customers. An example of the offerings in
this area are:

Recently, there has been an increased
focus on Business Continuity. We offer
both technical and non-technical offerings
in this area:

Our experienced specialists will provide
the proper products, services, and
resources to improve your IT systems.
We take a “best practice” approach to our
systems and network consulting services
which includes:

For clients that want the convenience
of off-loading the management of their
systems, we offer:

Business Continuity Assessment

}

Co-location

}

Access Gateway

}

Data Replication

}

Anti-virus Spyware & Spam Control

}

Disaster Recovery Design

}

Firewall Implementation

}

Log Management

}

Penetration Testing

}

Secure Remote Access

}

Security Assessment

}

Two factor Authentication

}

Unified Threat Management

}

VPN Implementation

}

Active Directory Design, Migration
& Upgrade

& Implementation

}

Application Delivery

ISP Aggregation & Redundancy

}

Assessment, Architecture & Design

Server Replication

}

 lackberry, PDA & Smartphone
B
Integration

IT Business Consulting

}

Data Center Consolidation

We can provide recruitment, management,
and operation of personnel on behalf of a
customer for all aspects of IT services. This
can be done in conjunction with, or in lieu
of, internal staff. Services in consulting are:

}

Desktop Managability & Security

}

Desktop Upgrade & Deployment

}

Exchange Design, Migration & Upgrade

}

Microsoft Networking Services

}

Network Health Check

IT Business Assessment

}

Performance Management

LAN/Computer Room Consulting

}

Remote & Mobile Access Solutions

}

Service Agreement

}

SAN Architecture & Design

}

Staff Augmentation

}

Server Virtualization

}

Tablet PC Implementation

}

Technical Assessment

}

Thin Client Technology

}

Wireless Technology Services

}
}

}
}

OPERATIONS
MANAGEMENT

every stage of implementation.

Security & Privacy

}

ASSESSMENT

}

Help Desk Services

}

Managed Co-location Services

}

Managed Data Centre Outsourcing

}

Managed DR Replication

}

Network Monitoring

}

Network/Infrastructure Services

}

Remote Administration

}

Security Services

I continue to be impressed
with The TNS Group’s
ability to attract and retain
a high caliber of technology
and management experts
to help me in just about
every aspect of my position
as Chief Information
Officer of a large statewide
organization.
— Masonicare, Inc.

DESIGN &
PLANNING

IMPLEMENTATION

By applying a refined, time-tested

Implementation

Operations Management

The TNS Group aligns people, processes
and systems for a timely and efficient
planned implementation. By merging
effective project management, superior
skills and the appropriate technology, we
ensures success.

The TNS Group delivers thorough project
documentation including all troubleshooting
and management procedures. A support
framework is put into place and
communicated to all end users.
From on-demand support, staff
augmentation, to full managed services,
we provide customized programs of
preventative maintenance and repair.
Support options can be customized to the
individual needs of each client.

methodology, we are able to design an appropriate
solution based on the client’s precise needs, budgetary
considerations, and industry best practices.
Assessment

Design and Planning

The assessment phase provides a quick
and accurate diagnosis of the current
state of your IT environment, including
components such as the infrastructure,
security, and application environments.
Additional considerations include appraisal
of future needs, risk assessment, and
the provisioning of a realistic map to help
achieve business objectives.

This phase encompasses the development
of a technology architecture design, proof
of concept, risk management strategy,
and/or a detailed implementation plan.
This effort requires highly specialized skill
sets to accommodate new and emerging
technologies to maximize efficiency and
ROI associated with your IT environment.

In a volatile industry such as the field of Information Technology,
vendors can be just as volatile. I am very appreciative of the
stability The TNS Group provides and for the relationship we have
established. I highly recommend The TNS Group’s System as a
service provider for IT support.
— Versus (a Comcast company)

